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Understand the basics of what every grappler needs off
of the mats, from periodisation, to exercise selection,
recovery methods, and more.
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IF BOTH ATHLETES
ARE OF THE SAME
SKILL LEVEL, THE
STRONGER WILL
HAVE THE 
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WHY
BOTHER

WITH
S&C?

I  get asked all the time where people should start their
strength and conditioning journey. But if you're a grappler,
should you even bother? 

Although I am biased in my opinions favouring S&C, let's look
at a few reasons why it complements your grappling training. 

1) To reduce time away from the mats, due to injury.  

Grappling takes priority. Yet as you know, just grappling all
the time really takes its toll on the body. Injuries are part of
the sport and everyone will have at least one in their career,
so why not do what you can to mitigate them, as best as
possible? 

2) To build a solid foundation at a general level, across
multiple qualities of fitness.

There's lots of various types of fitness, some of which we
will get in to later. S&C allows you to build a foundation
across many of them, so that when it comes to specialised
training later on (more useful for the competitive grappler),
you can build those specialised qualities in a more reliable
fashion. And even if you don't compete, you can use S&C to
keep your body in a more well-rounded level of fitness, in
ways that solely grappling won't do for you. 

3)  If  both athletes are of the same skill level, the stronger
will have the advantage.  

You know this to be true. The stronger, technical opponent is
a problem to deal with. Why wouldn't you want to be a
problem, too? 
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Introduction



TRAIN?
HOW MUCH SHOULD YOU

In my experience, it's quite difficult to
overtrain, in the scientific sense of the word,
purely from grappling. You're more likely to get
injured first, than burning out due to
compounding central nervous system fatigue.
Frequent heavy lifting has a higher rate of
overtraining, outside of grappling, due to heavy
weights having a higher central nervous system
demand. But combining resistance training and
grappling is a powerful concoction, and now
overtraining is a real threat. So how do we
avoid burning out, when combining our time on
the mat, with the weight room?

First questions to ask yourself;
How many days a week can you grapple, and
still progress at a satisying rate?
And what are the minimum number of grappling
sessions you need to complete per week, in
order to not regress? 

Once you have these figures in mind, let's
introduce you to two key concepts, which
you've literally just played with; 
Maximum Recoverable Volume (M.R.V.)
Maintenance Volume

M.R.V. is defined as; the maximal amount of
training volume (work) a person can perform in
a cycle/session/exercise, and still  recover from
fully, in order to adapt and progress further
during the next cycle/session/exercise.
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If you overshoot your M.R.V.,  you don't adapt to
your training. Usually burnout is not far away if
this pattern of overshooting continues. 

Maintenance volume simply means how little
training volume you can complete and not lose
the qualities you have built up to that point. 

Maintenance volume and M.R.V. are your two
goal posts. You want to aim your training to fit
between these two key parameters. The trickier
part is balancing both grappling with S&C. 

Here's a couple of tips to assist you with your
informed trial and error process for balancing
both lifting and grappling; 

1) Don't perform a training program that is;
designed for strength sports (powerlifting,
olympic weightlifting), designed by a fitness
influencer for aesthetic purposes, or designed
for other contact sports different to grappling. 

2) Start at 2 days per week of S&C, and limit
your training sessions to just 2 parts; a main
lift for strength, and an accessory exercise. Or
a main lift and an assistance exercise. Or a
main lift,  then the appropriate conditioning
modality after. In other words, start with low
volume in the weight room and build from
there. 



TRAINING
VS

WORKING
OUT
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Think again. There is a difference between training, and working
out. Western culture is somewhat obsessed with
working out. Training, however, is all about building
qualities over time, each session building upon the
next. 

S&C is not; 
- Performing the Workout of the Day 
- Asking yourself when you enter the weight room,
"What do I feel like doing today?"
- Going to any kind of fitness class that is not
periodised. 

Training is about understanding what it is you are
trying to achieve, i .e. what does the grappler need
on the mats? 
To understand this, we can perform a needs
analysis.
Here are most of the qualities of fitness that the
grappler needs in order to perform on the mats. Go
and research as much as you can about these
qualities because they are going to form the
backbone of your training off of the mats;

Strength
- Maximal Strength
- Sub-Maximal Strength
- Isometric Strength
- Strength Endurance 
- Explosive Strength 

Flexibility
- Static Passive
- Dynamic Passive
- Static Active
- Dynamic Active 

Conditioning
- Aerobic Capacity 
- Alactic Power
- Alactic Capacity
- Lactic Capacity 

Mobility

Stability 



PERIODISATION
THE IMPORTANCE OF 

Go and research Milo of Croton for the easiest

to understand example of progressive

overload. The key words in the definition are;

gradual, and over time. Each training session

builds on the one before it.  Training qualities

over time allows us to run in phases

(mesocycles) so that we can allow for each

quality to be trained appropriately. 

The two governing rulers that will oversee your

training in the weight room and contribute to

being able to manipulate overload;

-Volume; the amount of work you do 

(sets, reps, training sessions per week)

- Intensity; how hard the work is 

(increasing the weight, decreasing rest times,

increasing range of motion, manipulating

tempo)

So what type of periodisation is best for the

grappler? Let's look at the top three types, in

ascending order;

3) Block Periodisation 

Block works by breaking down training into

blocks, each block focusing on developing a

specific quality. 

As you can see from the needs analysis, the

grappler has a lot of qualities of fitness

involved with their performance. Hence the

importance of training and not just working

out. So with all these qualities in mind, how do

we train them?

Not all at once is the short answer. We need to

employ periodisation; the division of a training

year (macrocycle) into smaller, more

manageable units (mesocycles) to manipulate

training variables with the goal of preparing an

athlete for peak performance for a competition,

or to manage their performance across an in-

season. 

Even if you're not competing, you can still  use

periodisation to avoid overshooting, and train a

variety of qualities that will assist you with

your grappling journey. 

Before we explore the different types of

periodisation that exist, and which type will

suit the grappler the best, we need to

understand the cornerstone principle that

periodisation and training is built around;

Progressive Overload. Defined as; the gradual

increase of stress placed on the

musculoskeletal and nervous system, over

time. 
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PERIODISATION
DIFFERENT TYPES OF 

1) Concurrent Periodisation 

Concurrent is king. Why? Because it allows

training for multiple qualities at the same time.

You can mix Strength, Power, Hypertrophy,

Speed, Strength Endurance, Isometric Strength,

depending on what adaptations you're after, in

one session or across one week. The more I

look to see what other well respected coaches

in the industry are doing, the more I see

concurrent strategies being employed. 

It's also worth mentioning Conjugate

periodisation here, too. A form of concurrent, it

focuses primarily on building max strength,

speed and power, and hypertrophy all in the

same week. It can be a fun way for grapplers to

get strong during the off-season. 

Taking the concurrent strategy a stage further

for the recreational competitive grappler, I

really like Chad Wesley-Smith's phasic

approach towards training a strength quality,

and then a conditioning quality, over 12 weeks;

Phase 1 :  4 weeks @ 3 days per week 

General Strength + Work Capacity

Alactic Power

Phase 2 :  4 weeks @ 3 days per week 

Max Strength + Alactic Capacity 

Phase 3 :  4 weeks @ 3 days per week

Strength/Speed + Lactic Capacity 

The most common example is an accumulation

block (volume increases over the duration of

the block), intensity block (volume decreases

and weight increases over the duration of the

block), and then the realisation block (strength

is expressed with very low reps and weights

above 90% of 1RM). Block periodisation is often

used with athletes who have to peak multiple

times in their in-season. You also get a block of

hypertrophy, a block of strength, a block of

power, etc, which from memory, is how the

Submission Strength program is organised. 

2) Linear Periodisation

Linear works over a long-term period; volume

gradually decreases over time, intensity

gradually increases over time until the athlete

is peaked and ready for performance. Some

people find it boring but it's the easiest to

understand and good for beginners. An easy

example to think of is adding 5lbs a week to the

main lifts until the ceiling is reached and the

lift variation needs to be changed.  Works for

building strength in the off-season for BJJ

players, but beyond that, it won’t cover all the

bases that we need. 
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Bang for your buck

Now to the fun part. What exercises should the

grappler be performing in the weight room? Which

ones will provide the best strength stimulus, or the

ideal energy system trigger?

We can categorise the exercises as follows;

Strength :  Squat |  Hinge |  Push | Pull |  Carry |  Twist |  Crawl 

Power :  Jump | Throw 

Flexibility |  Mobility |  Stability 

Recovery 

Squat :  SSB | Front |  Bulgarian |  Back |  Box |  Zercher |

Belt 

Hinge :  Trap Bar |  Snatch Grip |  Zercher |  RDL | Hip

Thrust |  Conventional

Push : Horizontal -  Bench Press Variations |  Push Up

Vertical - Overhead | Z Press |  Push Press 

Pull :  Horizontal - BB + DB Rows | Pendlay |  Inverted

Vertical - Chin Up | Pull Up | Muscle Up 

Twist :  Landmine | Medball 

Carry :  Farmer's |  Sandbag | Partner |  KB/DB/BB | Sled 

Crawl :  Quadruped variations |  Loaded 

Jump : Box |  Broad | Vertical |  Loaded 

Throw : Slam | Scoop | Chest Pass |  Shotput 

Recovery :  Steady State |  Yoga | Cold Immersion 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0R7Zzlw-nDDHlJqmSx5f3zTht8WQfkVD
https://youtu.be/GoFokcA-BMA
https://youtu.be/GeTQSUBeMK0
https://youtu.be/m07GaaJ0XrU
https://youtu.be/VoEdM3J2Tl0
https://youtu.be/SpvTTwQpNUo
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0R7Zzlw-nDCnF_rhazalQRiiCBLdmttL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXjpy9NRLzY
https://youtu.be/m0PdMG9fiWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t79BTbFZI-E
https://youtu.be/RMjApKn0Cho
https://youtu.be/enNxNE2PwIE
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0R7Zzlw-nDDqeFppSk8nX4CFOlmpIgnS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dM-JAamT_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BQPencW1MA
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0R7Zzlw-nDCkQXcXOPh9X6XGu93jygYY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BXZ7Nl4THs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoazA7yos_s
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0R7Zzlw-nDAza4-gcmwywPsUt2Hjzat_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8_sCoT2p4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yL-Y4EcehCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-5cA6Yl8v0
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0R7Zzlw-nDB-oRAdzC5zLswKRphJ3qMl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaqJcO1nC-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5D-EVEDnXg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlAR3iHkZ8M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xv0GpgV75pg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYaELOOXaak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUjF0XkK-74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6LeiuQSCDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qY4LDNb0JP8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFKhYFrd7-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CslUP1g_0bw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CF0X1Te1EQ
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Flex |  Mob | Stab
 

Strength Work 
Conditioning Work
Appropriate Flexiblity/Mobility/Stability choice 

BJJ Training
Appropriate Flexiblity/Mobility/Stability choice 

Recovery Modality 
Appropriate Flexiblity/Mobility/Stability choice 

Flexibility, stability and mobility exercises exist in
their thousands. Instead of listing every version here,
it's of my opinion that the grappler should perform
only the exercises that they need to, because they are
lacking in that area for one reason or another. 

For example, the strong and stiff grappler may benefit
from prioritising more endurance and flexibility. The
gumby, rubber-limbed grappler; more strength and
stability. The newbie lifter with no athletic
background; sub-max strength and mobility. By
prioritising what you currently lack, you can avoid
overshooting and make the most of your time in the
weight room. 

Here's some efficient time-management strategies to
fit these categories into the training week;

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.

1.
2.

Next, let's take a look at the structure of some sample
programs for the Gi player and No-Gi player, with
some variation between their natural attributes. 



GI VS NO-GI
SAMPLE PROGRAMMING

Warm Up - Dynamic Active Flex. + Isometrics

Box Jump 5 x 3r 3 min rest

Trap Bar Deadlift 4 x 4r @ 60% 3 min rest 

Stability circuit :  

Warm Up

Seated Box Jump 5 x 3r 3 min rest 

Paused Front Squat 4 x 4r @ 60% 3 min rest 

Stability Circuit 

Warm Up

Weighted Reactive Jump 4 x 3r 3 mins rest 

DB Floor Press 4 x 8r @ 65% 3 min rest

Stability Circuit  

Gi Player 

Blue Belt

Very Flexible |  No training history 

Phase 1 :  Sub-max Strength + Alactic Power 

Day 1 

1.

2.

3.

4.

     3 exercises, 3 rounds, 20r each exercise 

Day 2 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Day 3 

1.

2.

3.

4.

BJJ Training

More drilling than hard sparring

4-6 days per week on the mats 
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Warm Up - Mobility + Jumps

Back Squat 3 x 4r @ 75% 4 min rest 

Alactic Capacity

Warm Up 

Overhead Press 4 x 2 @ 85% 4 min rest 

Alactic Capacity 

Warm up

No-Gi Player 

Purple Belt

Very Strong | 2 years training history 

Phase 2 :  Max Strength + Alactic Capacity  

Day 1 

1.

2.

3.

6s on, 20s off x 4 rounds per exercise

Change exercise and rest 2 mins between

rounds

Medball Slam 

Light KB Squat Jump 

Clap Pull Ups 

Clap Push Ups

Day 2 

1.

2.

3.

Day 3

1.

2a. Accessories :  Horizontal Pull 3 x 12r

2b. Horizontal Push 3 x 12r 90s rest

3. Hip Mobility circuit: 

    3 exercises, 3 rounds, 10r each exercise

BJJ Training

Heavy sparring days, followed by lighter

drilling days. 4-5 days per week on the mats



STRUCTURE
                                PROGRAM

Weight room sessions begin with a warm up. 

The purpose of the warm up is simple; to

prepare the body by raising the core

temperature, preparing the tissues for the

stresses ahead, and to prepare the nervous

system for intramuscular and intermuscular

coordination. 

You don't want to be performing static-passive

stretches in your warm up. This sends a signal

to the musculature to reduce the force output -

the opposite of what we want. The primary

reason we're performing strength training is to

learn how to generate force. Dynamic-active

patterns in your warm up are good, joint

mobility exercises are good, and finishing the

warm up with some simple jumps, hops or

bounds is a great way to prime the nervous

system for heavier lifting to come. 

Warm ups should not take any longer than ten

minutes to complete. Raise your pulse, prepare

your joints; spine, hips, shoulders, knees,

wrists, elbows, and coordinate your body

through some movements that mimic the

heavier patterns coming next. Simple. 

The training session is then ready to begin. In

general, the multi-joint lifts that have the

highest central nervous system demand, are

placed first in the training session. These are

your squats, deadlifts, heavy presses, etc. You

can see that the first exercise in both sample

programs above, for each of the days 
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follows this format. Once the multi-joint, high

neural demand lift has been completed,

depending on the phase of training that you're

in, the following exercises will either be

assistance and accessory work, or conditioning

work. Above you can see examples of both. The

blue belt gi player moves on to conditioning

work after the heavy lifting has been

completed. The purple belt no-gi player moves

on to conditioning work days one and two, and

day three begins with a medium weight

pressing and pulling superset. 

The end of the training sessions are capped

with exercises that are the lowest in

neurological demand; stability and/or mobility

exercises. Not necessarily easy to perform, but

not as taxing on the nervous system as the

multi-joint lifts. 

Balancing BJJ with S&C is the fun part. In

general, switching between drill-focused BJJ

sessions, and heavier sparring sessions is a

smart way to avoid overshooting on the mats. 

In the weight room, a similar approach can be

used; heavy resistance training sessions

focusing on a multi-joint lift,  followed by

lighter training sessions focusing more on

accessory work or lagging areas surrounding

flexibility, mobility or stability. 

It's this periodised approach that suits

longevity and has some in-built

maneuverability to allow for life's ups and

downs, too. The recreational BJJ player will

have a different lifestyle to the professional

grappler, and thus different needs.



GUESSWORK
REMOVE THE
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If you're looking to take your strength and
conditioning to the next level and want to
remove the guesswork from your time in the
weight room, get in touch with me today. 

I  offer programming and coaching specifically
for grapplers. 8 years of grappling and over a
decade of training knowledge, I 'm not slowing
down with making you the most resilient
grappler you can be. 

Programming packages are delivered through
the TrainHeroic app and are purchased on a
monthly subscription fee. You can choose how
many days a week you'd like programming for,
and if you're looking for more coaching on your
lifting technique, that's available, too. 

I 've loved every minute of working with
grapplers in the weight room over the last
three years. Check the testimonials section to
see what my clients have had to say about their
experience. I 'll  also give you the consultation
call ($80 USD) for free as a perk for
downloading this book. Just quote EBOOK when
you contact me through my website to book
your consultation, (no need to purchase the
consultation through the shop.)

For more info on programming and coaching; 
Online Coaching Options
Shop 
Email - movemindonline@gmail.com
Instagram direct message - @movemind 
Podcast 
Youtube Channel 

https://movemind.online/testimonials/
https://movemind.online/online-training/
https://movemind.online/shop/
https://movemind.online/shop/
https://www.instagram.com/movemind/
https://open.spotify.com/show/04gSXBv9DRq1hYV05nhoxH
https://open.spotify.com/show/04gSXBv9DRq1hYV05nhoxH
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWICyWk4ktjbdTYxUXGa9Uw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWICyWk4ktjbdTYxUXGa9Uw
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We salute you!


